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1. Purpose 

This procedure supports the Power System Safety Rules and its requirements assembled under Overhead 

Lines and Equipment - Category 6 and applies to the issue, suspension, resumption and cancellation of Field 

Access Authorities. 

2. Scope 

This procedure applies to Field Access Authorities for work on overhead lines outside a substation and the 

field issue of an operating agreement to another organisation.  

2.1 Document Location 

Block diagram showing location of document in relation to other PSSR documents. 
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3. Field Access Authority Process 

3.1 Introduction 

The issue of a Field Access Authority (AA) is required before work is commenced on or near overhead lines 

outside a substation. The overhead line shall be made safe for work and the Field AA shall be issued in 

accordance with Section 6 of the Power System Safety Rules.  

A Field AA cannot extend inside a switchyard fence. Work on landing spans usually requires both a Field AA 

and a High Voltage AA. 

This procedure covers the sequence required to safely issue a Field AA and the sequence required after 

completion of work for cancellation of the Field AA, including the sequence required to receive an Operating 

Agreement from another organisation and the sequence required after completion of work for cancellation of 

the Operating Agreement. 

3.2 Work coming on or near other overhead lines 

The PSSR section 6.4.1 requires that  
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“Prior to the issue of a Field Access Authority, the following shall be satisfied: 

(a) Where the work to be carried out on the High Voltage Overhead lines will be on or near any other 

overhead line (e.g. over or undercrossing), then the authorised person shall receive confirmation that the 

overhead line has been made safe in accordance with these Safety Rules. 

Where the other overhead line is owned by TransGrid, the System Operator will give the Issuer clearance to 

prove de-energised, and apply access authority earths to both overhead lines and issue the access authority.   

Where the other overhead line is owned by another organisation, one of the following process will apply to 

receive clearance to come on or near the other organisation’s asset. The process to be followed depends on 

TransGrid’s agreements with the owner of the other asset. 

Inter-Control Room 
Verbal Exchange 
(Essential Energy) 

The TransGrid System Operator will exchange verbal clearance with the other 
organisation’s System Operator or equivalent. On receipt of this advice the 
TransGrid System Operator will give clearance to the authorised person to issue 
a Field Access Authority in accordance with this procedure. 

On Site Receipt of 
an Operating 
Agreement 
(Ausgrid) 

Where this confirmation is received at the work site from another organisation the 
authorised person is to:  

> Ensure the other organisation’s field earths are satisfactorily applied to their 
overhead line; 

> Receive the other organisation’s operating agreement form and suitably 
endorse it as a TransGrid operating agreement; and 

> Advise the TransGrid System Operator of an identification number for the 
operating agreement and the time issued. 

On receipt of this advice the TransGrid System Operator will: 

> Give clearance to the authorised person to issue a Field Access Authority in 
accordance with this procedure.   

 

On site receipt of 
an Access Authority 
for the other 
organisations asset 
(Endeavour 
Energy) 

Where the confirmation is by way of receipt of the other organisation’s Field 
Access Authority, the authorised person issuing the TransGrid access authority 
is to: 
> Ensure the intended recipient of the TransGrid access authority receives the 

access authority of the other organisation and personally has the conditions 
of the access authority explained to them.  

Note: It is the responsibility of the switching personnel of the other organisation 
to ensure that the recipient understands the conditions of the access authority.   
> Advise the System Operator that the intended recipient of the TransGrid 

access authority is signed onto the access authority for the other 
organisation’s asset and will remain signed onto this access authority for the 
entire period the associated work on the TransGrid line is taking place 

> Receive clearance from the System Operator to issue the TransGrid access 
authority. The TransGrid access authority will reference the other 
organisation’s asset.  

 

To cancel the clearance to come on or near the other organisation’s asset the following steps are required. 

Inter-Control Room 
Verbal Exchange 

> Advise the System Operator of cancellation of the TransGrid field access 
authority 

> The TransGrid System Operator will give verbal cancellation of the clearance 
to the other organisation’s System Operator or equivalent.  

On Site Receipt of 
an Operating 
Agreement 

> Advise the System Operator of cancellation of the TransGrid field access 
authority 

> System Operator to arrange with the authorised person on site to cancel the 
written operating agreement with the other organisation’s field operator and 
advise the TransGrid System Operator of this cancellation 

On site receipt of 
an Access Authority 

> Advise the System Operator of cancellation of the TransGrid field access 
authority 
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for the other 
organisation’s asset 

> Receive clearance from the System Operator to cancel the access authority 
of the other organisation. 

Note: Following this the System Operator shall advise the System Operator of 
the other organisation that all access authorities associated with the work have 
been cancelled and the owner organisation’s asset may be returned to service as 
far as TransGrid is concerned.  

 

For further information on these requirements refer to OM 908 Section 7 and the operating protocols between 

TransGrid and other asset owners.  

3.3 Undercrossing/Overcrossing Safety 

All work on overhead lines must be assessed for the risk of coming on or near electrical overcrossings or 

undercrossings. This is required as part of the job planning to ensure appropriate control measures are 

included on the RFA and Field Access Authority.  

An overcrossing is where an overhead line passes over the transmission line being worked on. An 

undercrossing is where an overhead line passes under the transmission line being worked on. 

The PSSR clause 6.4.1 states that “Where the work to be carried out on the High Voltage overhead lines will 

be on or near any other overhead line (e.g. over or undercrossing), then the authorised person shall receive 

confirmation that the overhead line has been made safe for work in accordance with these Safety Rules.” 

Where an outage is being used to work safely near the crossing, this is to be indicated on the RFA 

submission with appropriate information as required by Network Operations. The details of the 

undercrossings/overcrossings which have been isolated and earthed are to be included on the 

Undercrossing/Overcrossing control sheet – See Appendix B and attached to the Field Access Authority.  

Where engineering controls will be used for managing crossing safety, this is to be indicated on the RFA 

submission and the controls to be implemented prior to or during the work detailed on the 

Undercrossing/Overcrossing control sheet – See Appendix B. Where engineering controls are required to be 

put in place prior to the Field Access Authority issue, the Issuer is responsible for checking that those control 

measures have been implemented. Where the controls are to be implemented as part of the work the 

Authorised Person in Charge is responsible for ensuring the controls are implemented.  

The Issuer shall visually check the Work Area and confirm that there are no crossings which have not been 

identified in the RFA and Field Access Authority and which could be affected by the work. If crossings are 

located in the Work Area which could be affected by the work, and are not listed on the Field Access Authority 

and RFA the Field Access Authority must not be issued. 

For detail on types of engineering controls refer to “Work Instruction: MNA-TLC-WIN-038 – Overhead Line 

Work involving the Over or Undercrossing of a Service”. 

The risk of breaching safe approach distances to overcrossings or undercrossings must be considered across 

the Potential Impact Area and appropriate control measures put in place. These control measures may 

reduce the Potential Impact Area, or prevent the risk event from occurring or both. 

For more information about determining the Potential Impact Area refer to Appendix F - Potential Impact Area. 
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3.4 Generic Field Access Authority Process (Overhead Lines) 
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3.4.1 Preparation 

Step Safety Rules 

Authorisation 

Task Comment Reference Document 

1 5.5, 6.5  Carry out steps per the HVPRI   Operating Process for 

Access to High Voltage 

Apparatus 

3.4.2  Clearance from another Organisation’s Overhead Line (where required) 

Step Safety Rules 

Authorisation 

Task Comment Reference Document 

1. 6.4 Obtaining clearance from another 
organisation 

See requirements as per Section 3.4.2 of this document. 
 

Operating Protocols 

with Endeavour 

Energy, Essential 

Energy, Ausgrid and 

Sydney Trains. 

OM 908 

 

3.4.3 Issue Field Access Authority 

Prior to the issue of a Field Access Authority the following steps shall be applied: 

Step Safety Rules 

Authorisation 

Task Comment Reference Document 

1 6.4  Using mobile phone or TransGrid 2 way 

radio system, contact System Operator to 

request clearance and Access Authority 

(AA) No.  

Ensure that the overhead line description given by the 

System Operator agrees with that on the Request for 

Access (RFA) form and the ID number on the line 

structure. 

PSSR Sect 6.4.3 

2 6.4  Prepare Field Access Authority and (if 

required) the Undercrossing/Overcrossing 

Control Sheet forms. 

Appendix A and Appendix B PSSR Sect 6.4 

3 6.4 Pre-Work Risk Assessment (PWRA) for 

applying earthing 

  

https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Operating%20Process%20for%20Access%20to%20High%20Voltage%20Apparatus.pdf
https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Operating%20Process%20for%20Access%20to%20High%20Voltage%20Apparatus.pdf
https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Operating%20Process%20for%20Access%20to%20High%20Voltage%20Apparatus.pdf
https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Power%20System%20Safety%20Rules.pdf
https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Power%20System%20Safety%20Rules.pdf
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Step Safety Rules 

Authorisation 

Task Comment Reference Document 

4 6.4  Inspect all proving de-energised and 

earthing equipment to be used for correct 

assembly and condition before use. 

Includes HV operating rod Proving High Voltage 

Conductors De-

energised 

Portable Earthing of 

High Voltage 

Conductors 

HV Operating Rods 

5 6.4 Identify the overhead line which is to be 

proven de-energised, earthed and worked 

on 

 PSSR Sect 6.4.1 

6 6.4  Prove overhead line is de-energised using 

an approved method. 

 PSSR Sect 6.4.1 

7 6.4  Apply Field AA earths to each phase 

conductor 

 All Field AA earths shall have an appropriate tag affixed 

to each end. The tags shall state the access authority 

number, and the date affixed.  

 

Note 1: If there is already an access authority earth in 

place which will be used as the access authority earth for 

a subsequent access authority, apply a second tag to 

that access authority earth to indicate that it is relevant to 

a second access authority.   

 

Note 2: Where the work involves the connection, cutting 

or disconnection of HV conductors the approved earthing 

plan shall be followed. 

PSSR Sect 6.4.1 (c) 

 

PSSR Definitions – Do 

Not Operate and 

Warning Tags 

 

8 6.4 If a multiple circuit structure - identify live 

circuit by way of coloured flags 

 Safe Work Practices 

on High Voltage 

Overhead Lines 

9 6.4  Assemble working party at the work area. 

Give warnings and demonstrations to all 

workers involved in work 

 PSSR Sect 6.4.3 (i,j) 

https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Proving%20High%20Voltage%20Conductors%20De-Energised%20V0.1.pdf
https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Proving%20High%20Voltage%20Conductors%20De-Energised%20V0.1.pdf
https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Proving%20High%20Voltage%20Conductors%20De-Energised%20V0.1.pdf
https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Portable%20Earthing%20of%20High%20Voltage%20Conductors.pdf
https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Portable%20Earthing%20of%20High%20Voltage%20Conductors.pdf
https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Portable%20Earthing%20of%20High%20Voltage%20Conductors.pdf
https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/High%20Voltage%20Operating%20Rods.pdf
https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Power%20System%20Safety%20Rules.pdf
https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Power%20System%20Safety%20Rules.pdf
https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Power%20System%20Safety%20Rules.pdf
https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Power%20System%20Safety%20Rules.pdf
https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Power%20System%20Safety%20Rules.pdf
https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Safe%20Work%20Practices%20on%20High%20Voltage%20Overhead%20Lines%20-%20GD%20SR%20G3%20162%20V0.1.pdf
https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Safe%20Work%20Practices%20on%20High%20Voltage%20Overhead%20Lines%20-%20GD%20SR%20G3%20162%20V0.1.pdf
https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Safe%20Work%20Practices%20on%20High%20Voltage%20Overhead%20Lines%20-%20GD%20SR%20G3%20162%20V0.1.pdf
https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Power%20System%20Safety%20Rules.pdf
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Step Safety Rules 

Authorisation 

Task Comment Reference Document 

10 6.4  Issue Field AA to Authorised Person in 

Charge (APIC). 

This document: Section 3.6. PSSR Sect 6.4.3 

11 6.3 Receive Field AA Operational control is now with the APIC. PSSR Sect 6.3 

 

3.4.4 Work 

 

Step Safety Rules 

Authorisation 

Task Comment Reference Document 

1 6.3 Pre-Work Risk Assessment (PWRA) Implement additional control measures as required by 

the PWRA 

Safe Work Practices 

on High Voltage 

Overhead Lines 

2 6.3 Work. Note: Where the work involves the connection, cutting or 

disconnection of HV conductors the approved earthing 

plan shall be followed.  

PSSR 6.4.1 

PSSR Definitions – 

Earthing Plan 

3 6.3 If required - Suspend/Resume Field AA  

(not serviceable)  

This document: Section 3.8. 

 

PSSR Sect 6.3.3, Sect 

6.3.4 

 

3.4.5 At Completion of work 

Step Safety Rules 

Authorisation 

Task Comment Reference Document 

1 6.3 (6.4 in 

Victoria) 

Ensure any additional control measures 

implemented in the PWRA are removed. 

Example: All bonding/bridging leads and tools. PSSR Sect 6.3.5 

2 6.3 (6.4 in 

Victoria) 

Ensure all workers are signed off the 

Access Authority to indicate that work 

under the AA has ceased. Complete the 

APIC Sign Off portion of the AA to indicate 

that work is ceased in preparation to 

When the APIC completes the APIC Sign Off portion of 

the form they are indicating that the work has ceased. 

They do not have to inform the Operator at this point as 

they will do that once they complete the cancellation 

section of the AA form. See the process flow diagram.  

 

https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Power%20System%20Safety%20Rules.pdf
https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Power%20System%20Safety%20Rules.pdf
https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Safe%20Work%20Practices%20on%20High%20Voltage%20Overhead%20Lines%20-%20GD%20SR%20G3%20162%20V0.1.pdf
https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Safe%20Work%20Practices%20on%20High%20Voltage%20Overhead%20Lines%20-%20GD%20SR%20G3%20162%20V0.1.pdf
https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Safe%20Work%20Practices%20on%20High%20Voltage%20Overhead%20Lines%20-%20GD%20SR%20G3%20162%20V0.1.pdf
https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Power%20System%20Safety%20Rules.pdf
https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Power%20System%20Safety%20Rules.pdf
https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Power%20System%20Safety%20Rules.pdf
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Step Safety Rules 

Authorisation 

Task Comment Reference Document 

remove the earths and complete the 

cancellation of the Access Authority.   

3 6.3 (6.4 in 

Victoria) 

Remove coloured flags (if multiple circuit 

structure) 

 Safe Work Practices 

on High Voltage 

Overhead Lines 

4 6.3 (6.4 in 

Victoria) 

Remove Field AA earths  Note: If the earth has multiple tags on it, only remove the 

tag relevant to your Access Authority.  

 

If earths are remaining in place for use as part of a later 

access authority they need not be removed, the location 

of these earths shall be communicated to the controller.  

Portable Earthing 

5 6.3 (6.4 in 

Victoria) 

Complete the cancellation section of the 

Field AA (Indicate 

serviceable/unserviceable) 

This document Section 3.10.   

6 6.3 (6.4 in 

Victoria) 

Inform System Operator that the Field AA 

has been cancelled 

Operational control reverts to System Operator   

 

3.4.6 Cancelling clearance from another Organisation’s Overhead Line (where required) 

 

Step Safety Rules 

Authorisation 

Task Comment Reference Document 

1.  6.3 Cancelling clearance from another 
organisation 

See requirements as per Section 3.4.6 of this document.   

 

3.4.7 Restoration 

Step Safety Rules 

Authorisation 

Task Comment Reference Document 

https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Safe%20Work%20Practices%20on%20High%20Voltage%20Overhead%20Lines%20-%20GD%20SR%20G3%20162%20V0.1.pdf
https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Safe%20Work%20Practices%20on%20High%20Voltage%20Overhead%20Lines%20-%20GD%20SR%20G3%20162%20V0.1.pdf
https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Safe%20Work%20Practices%20on%20High%20Voltage%20Overhead%20Lines%20-%20GD%20SR%20G3%20162%20V0.1.pdf
https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Portable%20Earthing%20of%20High%20Voltage%20Conductors.pdf
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Step Safety Rules 

Authorisation 

Task Comment Reference Document 

1 5.5, 6.5 Complete restoration stages of HVPRI  Operating Process for 

Access to High Voltage 

Apparatus 

https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Operating%20Process%20for%20Access%20to%20High%20Voltage%20Apparatus.pdf
https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Operating%20Process%20for%20Access%20to%20High%20Voltage%20Apparatus.pdf
https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Operating%20Process%20for%20Access%20to%20High%20Voltage%20Apparatus.pdf
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3.5 Preparation of a Field Access Authority 

Blank Field Access Authorities are supplied in book form or can be printed from the Wire. The Field Access 

Authority form shall be completed in accordance with the guidance in Appendix A.  

3.6 Issuing a Field Access Authority 

The Field AA shall be issued in accordance with the general requirements of the PSSR section 6.4.  

3.6.1 Warnings and Demonstrations 

The person issuing the Field AA shall give relevant warnings and demonstrations to the Authorised Person in 

Charge and the work party and record the details of these warnings and demonstrations on the Field Access 

Authority. 

The Field Access Authority shall state the work area for the Field Access Authority. The work area must be 

either the same as, or a subset of, the description of apparatus and description of work shown on the RFA 

and Field Access Authority.   

If Question 10 on the RFA indicates that there is undercrossing or overcrossing risk associated with the work, 

the Issuer will complete the details of the Undercrossing/Overcrossing Control Sheet and shall instruct the 

APIC and the work party of the control measures which have been put in place or which must be put in place 

by the work party.  

Once the entire work party has been given the warnings and demonstrations required by the PSSR, the Field 

AA will be issued to the Authorised Person In Charge (APIC), who then has operational control of the 

apparatus listed on the Field AA and is responsible for the safety of persons working under the Field AA. The 

work party will then sign on to the Field AA.   

Once all of the work party has signed on, the APIC shall rule a line across the signature section, confirming 

that everyone above the line has received the warnings and demonstrations from the Issuer. .  

The Field Access Authority and attachments shall be held and retained on site by the APIC. 

Additional persons may become part of a work party after the Field Access Authority has been issued, 

provided they are given appropriate warnings and demonstrations by the APIC.   

The following forms shall be combined and remain together throughout the duration of the work: 

 Field Access Authority (All sheets) 

 Request for Access 

 Undercrossing/Overcrossing Control Sheet(s) 

 Additional Signature Sheets (where used) 

Where an earthing plan is required for the work, it shall be available on site but does not necessarily have to 

be attached to the Field Access Authority.  

Note: The Field Access Authority number is entered on any additional signature sheets. The details of 

signature sheets shall be included on the Field Access Authority form. 

3.7 Pre-Work Risk Assessment (PWRA) 

Prior to commencement of work under a Field AA, the APIC shall, in conjunction with all other members of the 

work party, identify any hazards associated with the work and take appropriate additional control measures, 

as required by the relevant Safe Work Method Statement, Work Activity Risk Assessment and Pre-Work Risk 

Assessments. 

3.7.1 Additional control measures 

The person receiving the Field AA shall apply additional control measures as follows: 

a) Co-ordination with other Work Parties 

When there are multiple work parties, each Field AA recipient shall ensure that their work is 

coordinated with that of the other parties. 
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b) That, where necessary, bonding leads are applied to ensure equipotential conditions are maintained 

during the course of the work; and 

c) That, where necessary, bridging leads are applied, to maintain a current path prior to a conductor 

being broken or disconnected. 

d) Any work involving the connection, cutting, or disconnection of a High Voltage conductor, must be 

performed in accordance with the approved earthing plan for the work.  

3.7.2 Restoration of additional control measures 

On completion of the work, and prior to cancelling the Field AA all bridging leads and bonding leads applied 

during the work are removed. 

3.8 Suspension and Resumption of a Field Access Authority 

When work under a Field AA ceases, and it is intended to resume work under the same Field AA, then the 

Field AA shall be suspended. All workers shall sign off the Field AA and then the APIC shall sign off, mark 

“yes” in the AA is suspended box and inform the System Operator of the details of the suspended Field AA. A 

Field Access Authority will always be suspended not-serviceable as AA earths remain in place until 

cancellation.  

Before resuming work under a Field AA that has been suspended, the APIC shall: 

 Obtain clearance from the System Operator 

 Confirm the identity of the apparatus 

 Verify that the conditions of the Field AA covering the apparatus are still valid;  

 Ensure all members of the work party sign on the Field AA; and  

 Give appropriate warnings and demonstrations to any person not signed on to the Field AA prior to it 

suspension.  

Note 1: If the APIC is not the same person who held the original Field AA, then the requirements of the PSSR 

sect 6.3.1 for transferring a Field AA shall be followed. 

3.9 Transfer of a Field Access Authority 

When there is a need to transfer the Authorised Person in Charge (APIC) to another worker the following 

process shall be followed.  

 Ensure the new APIC is authorised category 6.3 and has received the warnings and demonstrations 

from a person authorised 6.4.  

 Inform the work party that the APIC role is being transferred. 

 The existing APIC is to sign off in the APIC sign off section. They are to mark “No” in the AA is 

suspended box as the AA is not being suspended it is being transferred.  

 The New APIC is to sign on in the APIC sign on section.  

 Call the System Operator to inform them of the transfer of the Access Authority.  

3.10 Cancellation of a Field Access Authority 

On completion of work, the Field AA shall be cancelled by the APIC.  

The order of steps for completing the cancellation of the Field Access Authority are as follows: 

1. All PWRA control measures are removed.  

2. The work party signs off the AA to indicate that work under the Field AA has ceased. 

3. The APIC completes the APIC Sign Off section of the Field AA to indicate that work has ceased. The 

earths remain in place. Mark “No” in the AA is suspended box. 

4. Any flagging to identify a live circuit is removed. 

5. The APIC removes the Field Access Authority Earths. They can be assisted in this task by other 

persons trained 6.3 to safely remove Field Access Authority Earths.  

http://thewire/dc/pp/Policies%20and%20Procedures/Power%20System%20Safety%20Rules.pdf
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6. The APIC completes the cancellation section of the Field Access Authority indicating whether the 

apparatus is serviceable as far as their work is concerned. 

7. The APIC shall inform the System Operator of the details of the cancelled Field Access Authority.  
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4. TransGrid Operating Agreement Process 

4.1 Introduction 

This procedure is to be read in conjunction with OM 953 – Customer Operating Clearances, which describes 
the approved methods for the exchange of operating clearances, for the purpose of providing safe access to 
work on equipment, between TransGrid and their connected customers. These operating clearances may be 
issued by either of the following: 

 The TransGrid System Operator will exchange verbal clearance with the other organisation's System 
Operator or equivalent; or 

 An operating agreement is issued at the work site (field) by a TransGrid authorised person. 

This procedure covers the sequence required to issue an Operating Agreement in the field to another 

organisation and the sequence required after completion of the other organisation’s work for cancellation of 

the Operating Agreement. 

4.2 Operating Agreement Process (Field Issue) 
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http://thewire/dc/OperatingManuals/Operating%20Manuals/OM953%20-%20Customer%20Operating%20Clearances.doc
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4.2.1 Issuing clearance for another Organisation’s work (Field Issue) 

Step Safety Rules 

Authorisation 

Task Comment Reference Document 

1. 6.4  Using mobile phone or TransGrid 2 way 

radio system, contact System Operator to 

request clearance  

Ensure that the overhead line description given by the 

System Operator agrees with that on the Request for 

Access (RFA) form and the ID number on the line 

structure. 

PSSR Sect 6.4.3 

2. 6.4 Pre-Work Risk Assessment (PWRA) for 

applying earthing 

  

3. 6.4  Inspect all proving de-energised and 

earthing equipment to be used for correct 

assembly and condition before use. 

Includes HV operating rod Proving De-energised 

Portable Earthing 

HV Operating Rods 

4. 6.4  Prove overhead line is de-energised using 

an approved method. 

 PSSR Sect 6.4.1 

5. 6.4  Apply Field earths to each phase conductor   PSSR Sect 6.4.1 (c) 

6. 6.4 Where another organisation’s overhead line 
work will be on or near a TransGrid 
overhead line (e.g. over or undercrossing), 
then the other organisation’s authorised 
person shall receive confirmation that the 
TransGrid’s overhead line has been made 
safe. 

The confirmation is issued at the work site by a 
TransGrid authorised person who will:  

 Issue a TransGrid Operating Agreement form to the 
other organisation's authorised person; and 

 Advise the TransGrid System Operator of an 
identification number for the operating agreement 
and the time issued. 

OM 953 

 

TransGrid Operating 

Agreement form 

 

 

 

  

https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Power%20System%20Safety%20Rules.pdf
https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Proving%20High%20Voltage%20Conductors%20De-Energised%20V0.1.pdf
https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Portable%20Earthing%20of%20High%20Voltage%20Conductors.pdf
https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/High%20Voltage%20Operating%20Rods.pdf
https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Power%20System%20Safety%20Rules.pdf
https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Power%20System%20Safety%20Rules.pdf
http://thewire/dc/forms/Forms/TransGrid%20Operating%20Agreement.dotx
http://thewire/dc/OperatingManuals/Operating%20Manuals/OM953%20-%20Customer%20Operating%20Clearances.doc
http://thewire/dc/forms/Forms/TransGrid%20Operating%20Agreement.dotx
http://thewire/dc/forms/Forms/TransGrid%20Operating%20Agreement.dotx
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4.2.2 Cancelling clearance for another Organisation’s work (Field) 

 

Step Safety Rules 

Authorisation 

Task Comment Reference Document 

1. 6.4 At the completion of the other 

organisation’s work the TransGrid 

authorised person on site is to receive the 

cancelled operating agreement from the 

other organisation's field operator 

 OM 953 

 

TransGrid Operating 

Agreement form 

2. 6.4 Advise the TransGrid System Operator of 

the  operating agreement cancellation and 

request clearance to remove earthing 

Operational control reverts to System Operator   

3. 6.4 Ensure all workers are clear of overhead 

line 

  

4. 6.4 Remove Field Access Authority earths   Portable Earthing 

5. 6.4 Inform System Operator that the Field 

earths have been removed and all workers 

are clear of line  

  

 

 

http://thewire/dc/OperatingManuals/Operating%20Manuals/OM953%20-%20Customer%20Operating%20Clearances.doc
http://thewire/dc/forms/Forms/TransGrid%20Operating%20Agreement.dotx
http://thewire/dc/forms/Forms/TransGrid%20Operating%20Agreement.dotx
https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Portable%20Earthing%20of%20High%20Voltage%20Conductors.pdf
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5. Accountability 

Title Responsibilities and Accountabilities 

Head of HSE Ownership of this procedure 

Power System Safety 

Rules Manager 

Maintenance of this procedure 

Manager – Training Implementation of training programs associated with of this procedure. 

Authorised persons Comply with this procedure. 

6. Implementation 

This procedure is to be implemented in conjunction with the implementation of TransGrid’s Power System 

Safety Rules. It will be available as a resource, published on the Wire. 

7. Monitoring and review 

The Manager/Health Safety and Environment is responsible for the ongoing monitoring and review of the 

documents associated with the Power System Safety Rules. This can include but is not limited to: 

a) Requesting regular feedback on the effectiveness of procedures and work instructions. Appropriate 

feedback tools include focus groups and online assessments;  

b) Where a change has occurred in our processes; and 

c) Recommendations arising from incidents. 

8. Change history 

Revision  Approved by Amendment 

7 Sean McGoldrick, 

EM, NP&O 
Requirements previously outlined in “Additional Requirements for 

work involving Undercrossing or Overcrossing Safety” have been 

incorporated into this procedure. Including the addition of 

Appendices F & G. 

6 Michael Gatt, EM 

Works Delivery 

> Procedure updated to new template.  

> Updated Form and provided form completion details in 

Appendices A and B. 

> Transfer of a Field Access Authority added in section 3.9 

> Cancellation process stepped out in section 3.10 

> Greater detail on cancellation process, suspend replaced with 

cease to remove confusion in 3.3.5 

> Minor update to process diagram in 3.3 to show cancellation 

commencing from work and not from suspension 

> Victorian Blue Book requirements added. 

> References to “Staff” replaced by “Workers” 

5 Michael Gatt, EM, All significant new additions and alterations to Revision 4 have 

been highlighted in this version by a vertical sidebar. The 
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Works Delivery following have been altered: 

> Included receipt of an access authority of another 

organisation as a means managing access to another 

organisation’s asset. 

> References to rearrangement of field access authority earths 

removed. 

> Generic Access Authority process flowchart updated with 

greater detail 

> Included references to procedures which support the 

management of undercrossing and overcrossing safety 

> Inclusion of information regarding tagging requirements for 

Field AA earths 

> Updated ownership and maintenance requirements of the 

procedure. 

> Included reference to earthing plans 

> Updated information relevant to the Access Authority Warning 

Form – Field. 

> Stated that normal situation is that a Field AA will be 

suspended not serviceable. 

> Removed unnecessary operating agreement form examples 

9. References 

> Power System Safety Rules 

> OM 908 – Work requiring clearance on feeders of another organisation 

> OM953 - Customer Operating Clearances 

> Operating Process for Access to HV Apparatus 

> Proving High Voltage Conductors De-energised 

> Portable Earthing of High Voltage Conductors 

> High Voltage Operating Rods 

> Safe Work Practices on High Voltage Overhead Lines 

> TransGrid Operating Agreement form 

> TransGrid – Essential Energy – Operating Protocol 

> TransGrid – Ausgrid – Operating Protocol 

> TransGrid – Endeavour Energy – Operating Protocol 

> TransGrid – Sydney Trains – Operating Protocol 

10. Attachments 

Appendix A – Field Access Authority Form Completion Details 

Appendix B– Undercrossing/Overcrossing Control Sheet form completion details 

Appendix C – Example of Operating Agreement form isued by Ausgrid 

Appendix D – TransGrid Operating Agreement Form 

Appendix E - Additional requirements when working in Victoria 

Appendix F - Potential Impact Area 

Appendix G - Structure Failure Containment Capacity 

https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Power%20System%20Safety%20Rules.pdf
https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Operating%20Process%20for%20Access%20to%20High%20Voltage%20Apparatus.pdf
https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Proving%20High%20Voltage%20Conductors%20De-Energised%20V0.1.pdf
https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Portable%20Earthing%20of%20High%20Voltage%20Conductors.pdf
https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/High%20Voltage%20Operating%20Rods.pdf
https://www.transgrid.com.au/what-we-do/health-safety/power-system-safety-rules/Documents/Safe%20Work%20Practices%20on%20High%20Voltage%20Overhead%20Lines%20-%20GD%20SR%20G3%20162%20V0.1.pdf
http://thewire/dc/forms/Forms/TransGrid%20Operating%20Agreement.dotx
http://thewire/dc/OP/Documents/TransGrid%20-%20Essential%20Energy%20Operating%20Protocol%20-%20Version%202%20-%201%20June%202016.pdf
http://thewire/dc/OP/Documents/TransGrid%20-%20Ausgrid%20Operating%20Protocol%20-%20Version%201%20-%2019%20December%202014.pdf
http://thewire/dc/OP/Documents/TransGrid%20-%20Endeavour%20Energy%20Operating%20Protocol%20-%20Version%201%20-%2010%20February%202015.pdf
http://thewire/dc/OP/Documents/TransGrid%20-%20Sydney%20Trains%20Operating%20Protocol%20-%20Version%201%20-%203%20July%202015.pdf
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Appendix A – Field Access Authority Form Completion Details 

Page 1: Access Authority Issue Details 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Record the Access Authority number 

received from the Controller here 

Record the RFA number here 

This box is for RFA 

information. Copy the relevant 

information from the RFA into 

this section. If 

Undercrossing/Overcrossing 

Safety is involved in the work, 

complete the 

Undercrossing/Overcros- 

sing control sheet at this time 

and attach to the RFA 

Record in this section the 

substations/switching stations 

where the line is isolated and 

earthed 

Record the Controllers name 

and the time clearance is 

given 

Record here where the Field 

Access Authority Earths have 

been applied and the resulting 

Work Area based on those 

Field Access Authority Earths 

This section is where the 

issuer records the relevant 

details to be included in the 

warnings and demonstrations 

which are delivered prior to 

the Access Authority Issue. 

When all the preparation 

has been completed and 

the Warnings and 

Demonstrations have 

been delivered to the 

satisfaction of the work 

party. The issuer is to 

record here that the 

Access Authority is issued. 

At the same time the APIC 

signs on at the top of the 

following page 
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Page 2: Authorised Person in Charge and Work Party Sign On 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

This is the section where 

the Authorised Person In 

Charge signs on 

The work party will sign on 

and sign off here. 

Additional signature 

sheets are to be used if 

required 

Where additional signature 

sheets are used the 

details must be recorded 

here 

The APIC completes this 

section when suspending, 

cancelling or transferring 

the Field Access Authority 

The APIC completes this 

section when cancelling 

the Field Access Authority 
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Appendix B – Undercrossing/Overcrossing Control Sheet form completion details 

 
Record the RFA number 

and Field Access Authority 

in the relevant boxes 

Record a common 

identifier for the 

undercrossing: E.g. 

Essential Energy 11kV 

Feeder 

Record the location: E.g. 

Between structures 101 & 

102 

Indicate the status of the 

crossing 

Record whether or not the 

work party will have to 

implement the controls 

Where engineering 

controls are being used 

describe them here: 

E.g. Hurdle installed prior 

to Access Authority Issue. 

Repeat for each 

undercrossing/overcrossing 

in the affected work area 
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Appendix C Example of Operating Agreement form isued by Ausgrid 
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Appendix D – TransGrid Operating Agreement Form 
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Appendix E - Additional requirements when working in Victoria 

As per the requirements of the Blue Book. The following additional requirements apply when working in 

Victoria: 

Blue Book Clause Additional Requirements 

9.2.4.1 A Field Access Authority issued in Victoria must be 

cancelled by a person authorised at least category 

6.4. 

 

For the purposes of this clause a person authorised 

Category 6.4 is considered to be an authorised 

electrical operator.  

9.2.7 A Field Access Authority issuer must not be the 

initial recipient of the Field Access Authority (Self 

Issue is not permitted) 
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Appendix F Potential Impact Area 

The following tables outline the Potential Impact Area for undercrossing and/or overcrossing risk based on the 

structure type and the work risk type. The tables in Appendix G indicate whether a structure has failure 

containment.  

Work risk type for 

Undercrossings only 

Structure Type Potential Impact Area in 

structures in each direction 

from the work area. 

Dropped Conductor 

Intact 

Suspension 2 

Tension (with failure containment capacity) 0
1
 

Tension Release 

Release of conductor 

tension or cutting of a 

conductor 

Suspension structure with failure 

containment capacity
2
 

OR  

132kV wood or concrete pole lines with less 

than 20m conductor height with or without 

failure containment capacity 

4 

Other suspension structures without failure 

containment capacity 
8 

Tension (with failure containment capacity) 0
1
 

Exceptions 

Additional considerations and assessments should be sought for the following scenarios: 

 Long spans over valleys or gullies where a dropped conductor would not reach the ground, increasing 

the impact load onto the adjacent structure  

 Spans on top of hilly terrain where the number of impacted lower lying structures would be greater. 

 Structures constructed close to vertical drops such as cliffs or ridges where in the event of a collapse, 

the structure would fall further than the foundation level.  

The following work is not considered to be undercrossing risk work: 

 Damper replacement 

 Spacer replacement 

                                                   

 
1
 If there is a tension structure with failure containment capacity, the number of affected structures is reduced up to that structure. 

2
 Failure containment means that the structure type has been designed with sufficient structural capacity to withstand the nominated event. See 

Appendix G. 
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 Counter weight replacement 

 Installation of repair rods on wires with minor damage where minor damage is limited to half of the 

outer strands and/or damage not extending to the second layer. Damage limited to less than half of 

the outer layer does not hold an immediate risk of a broken wire. 

Work risk type for 

Overcrossings and 

Undercrossings 

Structure Type Potential Impact Area in 

structures in each direction 

from the work area. 

Work involving 

stringing, sagging or 

tensioning 

1. Tension 

structure 

replacement 

2. OPGW re-

stringing 

3. Dismantling 

conductor or 

OHEW. 

All 

All the under-crossings within a 

section in sheaves can be 

impacted by a dropped or broken 

conductor.  

 

Overcrossings can be impacted 

by tensioning work where the 

conductor or OHEW moving 

higher than its original position. 

 

Figure 1: Pictorial representation of Potential Impact Area based on work type and structure type 

Note: The content of this appendix is based on Design Advice issued but Civil and Structural Design in March 

2021.  
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Appendix G Structure Failure Containment Capacity 

The table below lists the failure containment capacity of TransGrid main transmission line structures.  

Structures that have failure containment capacities are able to carry longitudinal loads from a broken wire with 

the inclusion of the residual static load (RSL) factor to load factors in accordance with AS7000 or the standard 

applicable at the time. The load is determined from standard stringing tensions on typical span lengths and 

stringing tensions. Refer to TL-813393 for typical stringing tensions.  

As a general guide to the capacity table listed below, the following can be observed 

 All lattice tower tension structures have been designed to have conductor and earthwire failure 

containment capacity.  

 Timber or concrete pole tension structures with longitudinal guys will have failure containment 

capacity.  

Advice should be sought for structures that do not match the structure name or description listed below.  

 

Abbreviation 

DC   – Double Circuit CP   – Concrete Pole 

WP  – Wooden Pole ST   – Steel Lattice Tower 

SP   – Steel Pole   

G.1 Lattice Towers 

Voltage Structure 

Description 

Conductor Structure 

Duty 

Structure Naming Structure 

has Failure 

Containment 

Capacity for 

Conductors? 

Structure 

has Failure 

Containment 

Capacity for 

OHEW/ 

OPGW? 

500kV DCST Orange Tension VTA, VTB, VTC, VTD Yes Yes 

500kV DCST Orange Suspension VSA, VSB, VSC, VSD Yes Yes 

330kV DCST Olive / 

Moose 

Tension DTP, DTR, DTS, DTT, 

RTE 

Yes Yes 

330kV DCST Olive / 

Moose 

Suspension DSP, DSR, DSC, DSL Yes Yes 

330kV DCST Sulphur Tension RTP, RTQ, RTR, RTS Yes Yes 

330kV DSCT Sulphur Suspension RSP, RSQ Yes Yes 

330kV SCST  Tension TA, TB, TC, TD, TCX, 

TDX 

Yes Yes 

330kV SCST Bison / 

Mango 

Suspension Collapsible Crossarm 

SA, SB, SL, SM 

No (Outer 

Phase) 

Yes 

Yes (Middle 
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Voltage Structure 

Description 

Conductor Structure 

Duty 

Structure Naming Structure 

has Failure 

Containment 

Capacity for 

Conductors? 

Structure 

has Failure 

Containment 

Capacity for 

OHEW/ 

OPGW? 

Phase) 

330kV SCST Bison / 

Mango 

Suspension SL, SM No (Outer 

Phase) 

Yes 

Yes (Middle 

Phase) 

330kV SCST Olive / 

Moose 

Suspension Collapsible Crossarm 

SC, SD 

No (Outer 

Phase) 

Yes 

Yes (Middle 

Phase) 

330kV SCST Bison / 

Mango 

Suspension QSA, QSB, QSC, 

QSD, QSE, QSU, 

QSV, QSM 

Yes Yes 

330kV SCST Bison / 

Mango 

Tension TL, TM, TN,  QTA, 

QTB, QTC, QTD, QTE, 

QTF 

Yes Yes 

330kV SCST Olive / 

Moose 

Suspension SP, SR No (Outer 

Phase) 

Yes 

Yes (Middle 

Phase) 

330kV SCST  Suspension SAH, SBH, SEH Yes Yes 

330kV SCST Silmalec / 

Jarrah / 

Bison / 

Mango 

Tension TAH, TBH, TEH, TFH Yes Yes 

330kV SCST Olive / 

Moose 

Tension TF, TP, TR, TT Yes Yes 

220kV  SCST Lemon Suspension NSA, NSB No 

(Due to 

existing 

structural 

deficiencies) 

Yes 

220kV  SCST Lemon Tension NTA, NTB Yes Yes 

132kV SCST Lemon Suspension SS1, SS2 No No 

132kV  SCST Lemon Tension ST1, ST4, ST5 Yes Yes 
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G.2 330kV Steel Poles 

Voltage Structure 

Description 

Conductor Structure 

Duty 

Structure Naming Structure 

has Failure 

Containment 

Capacity for 

Conductors? 

Structure 

has Failure 

Containment 

Capacity for 

OHEW/ 

OPGW? 

330kV DCSP Olive Tension RTA, RTB, RTC, RTD, 

RTE, RTM, RTN 

Yes Yes 

330kV DCSP  Suspension RSH, RSJ, RSL, RSN Yes Yes 

 

G.3 132kV Timber / Concrete Poles 

Voltage Structure 

Description 

Conductor Structure 

Duty 

Structure Naming Structure 

has Failure 

Containment 

Capacity for 

Conductors? 

Structure 

has Failure 

Containment 

Capacity for 

OHEW/ 

OPGW? 

132kV SCWP Lemon 2 Pole 

Suspension 

Varies No Yes 

 SCWP Lemon 2 Pole 

Tension 

Varies Yes  

(Only if 

structure is 

guyed 

longitudinally) 

Yes 

 SCWP Lemon 3 Pole 

Flyoff / 

Tension 

Varies Yes  

(Only if 

structure is 

guyed 

longitudinally) 

Yes 

 SCCP Lemon 1 Pole 

Suspension 

 

LRK, LRK, LRP, 

LRQ, LQB 

No Yes 

 SCCP Lemon 1 Pole 

Tension / 

Flyoff 

 

LRM, LRN, LUG, 

LUH, LUJ, LUK, 

LQC, LQD 

Yes  

(Only if 

structure is 

guyed 

longitudinally) 

Yes 

 SCCP Lemon 2 Pole 

Suspension 

LRA, LRB, LRC, 

LQH, LQJ, LQK, 

LQL, LQM LQX, 

No Yes 
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Voltage Structure 

Description 

Conductor Structure 

Duty 

Structure Naming Structure 

has Failure 

Containment 

Capacity for 

Conductors? 

Structure 

has Failure 

Containment 

Capacity for 

OHEW/ 

OPGW? 

 LQY,  

 SCCP Lemon 2 Pole 

Tension 

 

LUA, LUM Yes  

(Only if 

structure is 

guyed 

longitudinally) 

Yes 

 SCCP Lemon 3 Pole 

Tension / 

Flyoff 

 

LRD, LRE, LRF, 

LRG, LUB, LUC, 

LUD 

Yes  

(Only if 

structure is 

guyed 

longitudinally) 

Yes 

 DCCP Lemon 2 Pole 

Tension / 

Flyoff 

 

MTT, MTU, MTV 

MRF, MRG 

Yes  

(Only if 

structure is 

guyed 

longitudinally) 

Yes 

 DCCP Lemon 1 Pole 

Suspension 

 

MRJ, MRL, MRF, 

MRM, MRG, MRH,  

No Yes 

Note: The contents of this appendix is based on Design Advice issued but Civil and Structural Design in 

March 2021.  
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